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Timing isn't sexy or top of campus engineers’ minds
§ Hopefully Andrew’s preso helped with background on that.
§ Tendency for people to think “Network Time Protocol (NTP)
Ø

Was done a long time ago,

Ø

This is totally a solved problem,

Ø

Everyone’s gear and net implements it interoperably,

Ø

Nobody wants to devote mindshare to another time protocol, &

Ø

Dave Mills wasn’t wrong.

Ø

So go away.”

§ Well, whether that’s completely true depends on where you sit:
Ø

If you’re a WAN engineer, yes.

Ø

If you’re a LAN engineer, no.

Ø

Personally I’ve been both so I have perspective on the difference

§ This talk is follow-on to my Lightning Talk at 2015 TechEx in CLE
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This isn’t a tutorial on network measurement
§ I’m making certain assumptions and drilling down into one area
Ø

Generally the 3 key active measurement variables are
– latency, packet loss, and throughput.
– I think everyone can agree on those.

Ø

I focused on latency not because the other two aren’t important, but
because it’s the hardest to measure accurately over short path lengths

Ø

Even a small amount of packet loss will have your users yelling about
bad performance, so I suspect most operators measure that already,
and also do scheduled iperf-type throughput testing.

Ø

If not, there are lots of I2/ESnet presos and tutorials on how to do them

§ But Alan insisted that 3 or 4 one-liner motivations would be good
Ø

Something about the value of carrots to keep people focused. So:

Ø

“Here's this really useful aspect of latency measurement that you're
going to want to exploit”.
– Everyone focused yet?
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Ok, that was a lure but here’s Concrete Examples
§ Having scheduled latency testing can let you know what a problem
isn’t or might be, eg:
§ 1. Everyone yells about how evil firewalls are, but yet everyone has to
do them anyway.
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

So if you measure latency top to bottom on campus paths to reflectors at
various points,
You can see how much latency the firewalls and routers and other
security appliances like IPSes are actually adding.
Probably not as bad as might think from a Network Purist perspective
APL used to have terrible latency issues with overloaded firewalls,
But now that we have Cisco’s top-of-the-line ASA5585s and transitioning
to Palo Altos, we don’t anymore.
And since we now measure latency, we’ll know if that comes back.

§ 2. Want tie an old PacketStorm loss/latency generator to an Ixia, test:
Ø
Ø
Ø

When there is packet loss, what's the correlated pattern in latency?
With sub-microsecond latency/jitter, to see whether a network is *almost*
losing packets due to queue overruns
Can predict congestion loss that will happen when traffic increases.
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“Stop rambling on and get to the point. What’s the
problem with NTP for campus LAN paths versus WAN?”
§ Remember Andrew’s slide about the accuracy of NTP and PTP?
Ø

Rough Orders of Magnitude:

Ø

NTP is accurate to milliseconds (mS)

Ø

PTP is accurate to microseconds (uS), 1/1000th of that

Ø

Equipment traversal times are nanoseconds (nS) or picoseconds (pS)

§ But even a two-way traversal of typical short campus N/S paths
Ø

Takes on the order of 50 - 600 uS (0.05 – 0.6 mS)

Ø

So NTP simply doesn’t have the resolution to measure them.

§ It’s a very different situation from WAN paths
Ø

Which are much longer, crossing cities or states or continents

Ø

Let’s just say that campuses don’t have “Long Fat Pipe” problems

§ As I said, whether you care depends on WAN vs LAN perspective
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“But wait, NTP often uses accurate hardware clocks, not
just funky software clocks. Dave Mills said it can do uS”
§ That’s true. But key difference is that NTP time stamping doesn’t
shortcut the protocol stack, and so is subject to variable queuing
delay on busy switches. This reduces the end-to-end accuracy.
§ Remember how the old I2 Abilene network
Ø

Used to look really slow to traceroutes thru Indianapolis?

Ø

Was due to processor queuing delay and wasn’t representative of
Juniper ASIC packet forwarding performance

Ø

That was ICMP and not NTP, but it’s an analogous issue.

§ So the key feature of PTP is that by design it does shortcut the
protocol stack, and hardware timestamps packets at the MII layer.
Ø

Time stamping is then disconnected from queuing delay.

§ In order to do that, every switch in the path has to support PTP,
Ø

or else desired accuracy vanishes again with variable queuing delay

Ø

So to do this PTP introduces all kinds of clocks
– Boundary clocks on ends, transparent clocks on switches, others
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“That still sounds like running a second measurement
infrastructure in addition to NTP is a nasty PITA”
§ Actually, it’s made pretty easy because both Microsemi and
Meinberg NTP time servers can add-in cheap (eg $1500) PTP
grand master modules.
Ø

So assuming that you already have a working NTP time delivery
infrastructure with GPS antennas and the rest
– You can drop in PTP modules,
– turn on PTP support in your switches (good support these days)
– Then push out $2k PTP pci-e cards to customers who need
more accurate time delivery.

Ø

NTP and PTP are like ships in the night, so you can turn on PTP
forwarding without impacting NTP delivery
– just to customers that need it, or are willing to help beta test
– A bit like some campuses in the old days just did I2 routing for
departments needing HPC, instead of everyone.
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Important Caveat: I haven’t done this yet
§ So far, APL’s PTP infrastructure is limited to one production box
Ø

Which can sync to a campus PTP grand master clock down to uS,

Ø

but doesn’t since all timing is two-way to/from same box. Like radar

Ø

Which restricts us to using twamp protocol instead of owamp

§ We use an inexpensive vendor’s system which uses PTP timing
from timing generators to smart SFP timing reflectors
Ø

These pass all traffic like ordinary SFPs except for superset of traffic
to their IP address or port.

Ø

Think of them as tiny $300 hosts or “nanoNIDs” built into SFPs

Ø

Used anywhere you’d put a fiber or copper SFP.

Ø

So you fiber from the traffic generator ports to locations want start
measuring from, and generate streams to each reflector
• Can measure from generator mgnt int also, but usually not good idea
depending on where box is located, measure everything in between.
• Streams very lightweight, eg 1 packet every few secs. Not like iperf.
• Cost so far < $10k for prod and lab generators & 2 dozen nanoNIDS
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“But wait, doesn’t APL have a Time & Frequency Lab
that’s generated Universal Time since 1959?”
§ Indeed, APL’s Space Department is very proud of their TFL
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Run by some serious Time Heads who achieve femtosecond accuracy.
Since machine traversal time is in pS, I have no idea what magic they use.
I’m working fiber now to connect TFL to the US Naval Observatory
More at http://techdigest.jhuapl.edu/TD/td3201/32_01-Miranian.pdf

§ TFL also distributes precise time and frequency references like IRIG-B
and analog syncs on campus in support of APL sponsors’ critical
mission needs.
Ø

PTP was invented long after the TFL, & they’re more accurate anyway.

§ “So why are you talking about PTP when APL doesn’t need it?”
Like a lot of things, the Old Tech was great but fantastically expensive
– TFL has invested many millions down the decades,
– Unique, not something anybody else can do for themselves
– Whereas the New Tech may only deliver 80% but is dirt cheap
– Important track what cheap New Tech making possible for everyone
§ So PTP add-ins to NTP for latency measurement and other precision time
applications are something that you're going to want to experiment with.
Ø
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Cacti Examples: Boring flat lines of SNMP OIDs are
good, esp green packet loss line on bottom at 0
§ Campus core thru edge routers N/S inc firewalls and IPSes. Could
be daily security appliance load effect, but still low (vert axis in uS)

§ Remote office at Potomac NAS down peninsula many miles away
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Always gotta do a Next Steps
§ The vendor’s system is a bit finicky and complex,
Ø
Ø
Ø

has tons of confusing features for primary market of wireless backhaul
providers, that are irrelevant for enterprises
still ironing out some critical bugs like being able turn off link to UNIs
(same issue that copper SFPs have) so link-loss carry-forward works
Needless to say not much interoperability between different vendors

§ But important progress in new versions
Ø

Ø

Ø
Ø

10G SFP+s just out, not just 1G SFPs
– Don’t need for bandwidth, but so can place on 10G paths inline
– Not sure when 40G/100G QSFP28 versions will arrive
Soon able to do one-way OWAMP, not just two-way TWAMP
– Nanos will source PTP-stamped traffic themselves not just reflect
Starting place nanos on L2 access nets below routed using Y.1731
Also flipping SNMP OIDs to Cacti graphs free, but tedious and limiting
– Will look at vendor’s analysis system, expensive part initially skip

§ Plan build out PTP infrastructure GM add-ins, let know how goes
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